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elcome to the latest edition of Reaching Out.
This edition will be shorter than usual and will include no conference reports.
We intend to provide a "bumper" issue of Reaching Out in the Spring of next
year, with conference reports as well as articles and book reviews. However, we
thought you would like an edition before the end of this year to keep you up to date
with news and with some articles and book reviews.
Thank you to all those who have sent me contributions. Details of how to send future
contributions are inside the front cover.
Cherry Simpkin

W

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Subscriptions for the year are due on 1st January. Subscription renewal slips are
included with the magazine. The rate is £10.00 waged, £7.00 unwaged or retired.
It helps to keep down administrative costs if members pay by standing order so please
consider arranging to pay your subscription this way if you do not already do so.
Standing Order forms may be obtained from the Membership Secretary, Sylvia Izzard
(see contact details inside front cover) or can be downloaded from the QFAS website at
www.quakerfellowshipforafterlifestudies.co.uk/contacts (scroll down to the
bottom of the page).'
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INTRODUCING THE NEW QFAS WEB SITE

QFAS Autumn Conference 2014

Thanks to sterling work by Rhonda Riachi, QFAS now has a new website. The new
address is http://quakerafterlifestudies.wordpress.com/ (Enter the address in full in
your browser to be taken to the new site.)

The residential Autumn Conference will be held at the Ammerdown Centre in Radstock,
Somerset from 26 to 28 September 2014.

The discussion forum

The Conference programme is not yet finalised but if you would like to receive a
booking form when they are ready please give your name to: Angela Howard,
Webb's Cottage, Saling, Braintree, Essex, CM7 5DZ. Phone 01371-850423.
Email angela1@webbscottage.co.uk

The website now includes a Members page with an online discussion forum for
members to post news, spiritual experiences, discussion topics, or book or film reviews
to the discussion page. You can either comment on an existing topic or start a new one
(see the "New post" link in the top right corner of the screen to start a new discussion
thread). Only Members can contribute; an invitation will be sent to everyone who has
given their email to QFAS.

Details will follow in the Spring issue of Reaching Out.

Rhonda Riachi will take on the maintenance of the new site and moderation of the
discussions to ensure that the forum is being used appropriately. Thank you to all who
helped with the setting up of the new site.
Rhonda has made a backup copy of the all the material on the old site,
(www.quakerfellowshipforafterlifestudies.co.uk) which is still ‘live’. If you search
for QFAS on Google it will still take you to the old site (for now), so you have a brief
chance to download anything you want to keep from that site. In future any search
engines including Google will only find the new site.
Please email any queries about the new web site to rhonda@riachi.free-online.co.uk

QFAS ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The 2013 AGM was held on the afternoon of Saturday 21 September at Woodbrooke.
Here are the main items of interest which resulted.
Clerk’s Report
The Clerk reported on the following:
Conferences

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
QFAS Spring Conference 2014
The QFAS Spring Conference will be held on Saturday, 26 April, 2014 at Friends’ House
from 10.30-16.00. Speakers are: Jill Inskip and Harvey Gillman. Jill will talk about her
experience of guidance when going through cancer treatment. Harvey will talk about
his experiences and his personal journey.
Rhonda Riachi will explain the new website and show us how to use it
Cost: £15.00 waged, £10.00 unwaged
Further details and booking forms from Angela Howard, Webb's Cottage, Saling,
Braintree, Essex, CM7 5DZ. Phone 01371-850423. Email angela1@webbscottage.co.uk

2

Since the last AGM in September 2012, the QFAS Residential Conference has been held
at Glenthorne, 7th – 9th September 2012, and a day conference held at Friends’ House
on 4th May, 2013. Both were successful and enjoyed by those who attended. Cherry
Simpkin and Rhonda Riachi gave an introductory workshop to a group of 30 Friends
and attenders at BYM at Friends’ House and felt it was a worthwhile occasion.
CDs of Talks
We have continued to record and make available as CDs, all talks given at our
conferences. Thanks go to David Arundel for his work as QFAS CD secretary and to
Clement Jewitt who edits and duplicates the CDs.
The Newsletter
Two editions of "Reaching Out", the QFAS magazine, have been produced since the
last AGM. More articles and correspondence would be welcomed by the editor,
Cherry Simpkin.
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New Website
We are very grateful for the help of Rhonda Riachi who is setting up a new website
with discussion forum. This we hope will help QFAS members to contact one another,
share ideas, and therefore help lessen the feeling of isolation which some experience.
Finances
The Treasurer, Cherry Simpkin, reported that the balance of the accounts was £5867.69.
After payment of the conference bill to Woodbrooke, the balance was expected to be
around £480.
The Committee
All committee members were willing to continue to serve for another year, as were
those on the nominations sub-committee. All were reappointed.
Committee members are now Sylvia Izzard (membership secretary), Ros Smith, Cherry
Simpkin (newsletter editor and treasurer), David Britton, Geoffrey Martin, Angela
Howard (clerk). The nominations sub-committee members are Ros Smith, Elizabeth
Angas and Geoffrey Martin.
Future Plans
It was decided to book Woodbrooke again for the conference in the autumn of 2015.
Helen Rice agreed to be bookings secretary for this conference.

SOME EXPERIENCES
By H. Dennis Compton
I have been granted – much to my surprise – two short verbal exchanges with my wife
who had died eighteen months before. Both occurred in the context of a Quaker
Meeting for Worship, a service which is well-known to produce an atmosphere
conducive to telepathy, such as when somebody across the room gets up and ministers
on the very subject that you were just thinking about. I don’t think my two contacts
would have been possible anywhere else, for they were in the nature of telepathic
exchanges, abnormal only in that one of the people concerned was in the spiritual
realm. There, of course, telepathy is the normal method of communication, so the
exchanges were abnormal only from my point of view, not from my wife’s.

4

The first occurred on the Wednesday following my birthday in February 2006. I was on
my way to join the weekly mid-day Meeting at the Quaker meeting-house in Oxford.
I was also searching for a couple of cut-glass tumblers that I needed at home. I saw a
couple of whisky tumblers in Boswell’s, sitting on a cut-glass tray. I thought they
would do, but I had no time to spare at that moment. A little later, sitting in the silent
Meeting, I got the impression that Betty was sitting on my left, as she used to do. So I
inclined my head and sent out the thought, "Hullo dear: nice to know you’re with us
today". I had done this regularly whenever I felt her presence. I never expected any
response – but on this occasion, a few seconds later, my mind was filled with her
‘silent voice’ saying, "I liked the glasses on their tray and I’d be happy if you would buy
them as a birthday present from me". At that moment it seemed quite natural that
Betty should answer me in that way and I was delighted. I turned my head and
replied, "That’s a lovely idea, darling. Thank you. Yes, I’ll do that". That was all.
I bought them on the way back to my bus.
I often, at that period, felt her presences with me at Meeting on Sunday mornings, but
on the Sunday some ten days after the above I failed to get this impression. So I sent
out the thought, "Are you there, darling? I can’t tell whether you’re there or not."
Immediately, without any break, my mind was filled with her indignant reply,
"Of course I’m here. I’m always with you. Where else should I be?" This hot reply left
me speechless, not only by its vehemence but because she ought not to be ‘always
with me’. It sounded as though she had no idea that she should be somewhere else,
getting on with her new life with her family and friends. It sounded as if she were
‘earthbound’, which was not healthy. So, when I felt her presence next at home I told
her that, nice as it was to have her with me, I was sure she ought to be elsewhere.
I assured here I’d be alright here until the time when I would come over and be with
her again… In my next prayer session I asked my ‘Guardians’ to exercise any
influence they might have with Betty to get her moving in the right direction. I’ve not
felt her presence at all since then.
There was one final act in the story. A few nights later, in another prayer session, my
mind was filled with the following thought from Spirit, "In the past you spent years
ordering people about in your present life. Now you’ve started ordering them about in
the next!" It’s true that I occupied a managerial position for many years, but I never
‘ordered people about’ in that sense. But I’m very glad to know that my ‘Guardians’
have a lively sense of humour.
In the summer of 1946 I was one of four young men who, for several successive
evenings, sat round a polished dining-table in a modern apartment in ‘down-town’
Alexandria, Egypt, hoping to contact ‘the other side’ by means of the inverted tumbler.
In this we were quite successful and held brief ‘conversations’ with one or two
unidentified characters. There were two whom we got to know by name: one was a
5
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man who called himself ‘Raintusk’ (he couldn’t spell so we knew him at once when he
appeared).
The other, our chief communicator, was a young woman called Diana, who announced her
presence by going four times to the letter ‘x’, which we interpreted as a kiss for each of
us. By question and answer we learned that she had been a nurse in the American forces
and was killed in the western desert. I asked her where she came from. She replied
"Vanport, Oregon". Nobody at the table had ever heard of this place, so we hailed it as
evidential and enquired next day at the US consulate. They looked at their gazetteer but
could not find the name anywhere. We felt frustrated, as often happens to investigators
into the occult.
Several years later, in the fifties, after I had returned home, married and settled down, the
back page of the News Chronicle one morning was half-filled with a watery landscape
and a caption reporting that severe flooding had devastated much of the district of
Vanport, an area in the north-east of Portland, Oregon. I felt vindicated. I had lost touch
with my comrades in Egypt but I wondered if any of the other three had seen this.
Later still, in the sixties, when I was a manager working for the American Automobile
Association, I wrote to my colleague in the Portland Oregon office and asked him to tell
me something about Vanport. He was good enough to send me a street map of the
entire city, with Vanport circled in red, accompanied by a fully explanatory letter. Before
the war the area had been a low-lying waste land alongside the river to the north of the
city, but during the war a large camp had been established there consisting of a great
number of prefab buildings, and it was used as a gathering centre for troops that were to
be sent to Europe. (Not so far out of the way as it may seem, since the ‘great circle’
aviation route lay over the arctic.)
That was the last piece that fitted into the jigsaw. When I asked Diana where she came
from, I meant her home town, where she was born and grew up. She took the question
more literally. Where she had come from to get to Egypt was from the new transit camp
known as Vanport.
I never doubted that we had been in touch with a woman ‘on the other side’, but this last
bit of evidence clinched it.

MEDIUMSHIP: WHAT IS IT?
Communication with a level of the afterlife, telepathy, or fraud?
By Rosalind Smith
This title sounds rather like those examination questions that are termed, multiple choice,
and usually it is the case that there can only be one correct answer. But in the question
under consideration here, it would seem that we can actually tick off, as being correct,
6

each answer ‘box’ so that mediumship is a) communication with a level of the afterlife,
b) telepathy, and c) fraud (or it can be). It is certainly true to say that mediumship has,
at various times, come under each of these headings and, to some degree, each holds
together.
In dealing with the last one first, it is because I want to cover some of the ground over
which mediumship has, in the past, and even sometimes today, been considered to be
fraudulent, and there have been many cases where it has been proved to be so.
Over the last century or so, there has arisen a rather comic idea of people sitting in a
group, or circle, usually in a darkened room, presided over by a heavily bejewelled
female medium who purports to be in contact with the loved ones of her sitters. "Are
you there, Ethel?", or some such phrase, can be guaranteed to bring snorts of laughter,
and probably rightly so, for that sort of question thrown out by the medium usually
indicates that some careful and skilful questioning of the sitter has taken place before.
At some public meetings, to demonstrate clairvoyance, a medium can be heard to say
something along the lines of, "I have a Jim here – can anyone take a Jim?", and, of
course, quite a large proportion of any audience can lay claim to a dear departed Jim!
So as far as fraud goes, it seems that there are some who do practise it, even though
at some level they are capable of true mediumship. This field of work necessitates time
spent in meditation, a real integrity, and a certain degree of humility. If someone starts
out along those lines, it can often happen that public demand overtakes them, perhaps fame beckons, fortune even,- and the integrity with which one started out can
be lost along the way.
I have painted the worst picture first! And, unfortunately, I think it is the one with
which most people are familiar. Plays and films which parody mediumship only serve
to feed the fear of the unknown which is the greatest enemy of true mediumship.
The records of the Society for Psychical Research contain a great deal of evidence of
telepathy, a faculty which it is hard to refute because of the frequency of its
occurrence, and "it was soon discovered that telepathy appears to be independent of
the law of the inverse square; by this law it should diminish in strength in ratio to the
square of the distance between agent and percipient. Evidence suggests that it can
work just as clearly from Australia as it can from the next room"1. This would support
the idea that distant, or absent, healing can work, no matter what the physical
distance may be, and that this type of mental activity is actually a telepathic one. That
distant healing does, in many instances, work, is a proven fact, especially "where two
or three are gathered" for this purpose. It would seem that the combined telepathic
powers of the senders are more efficacious than that of a single sender, or absent
healer.
Not only are there many documented instances of telepathy by the SPR, there are also
7
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many other written sources which offer compelling evidence of its existence, and also,
I believe, there are often evidences of it in our own personal experience. Instances of
telepathy between close relatives especially, are often recounted in personal anecdotes,
where it has been noted that someone has experienced the indication that another,
often a loved one, has, or is, or even is about to, undergo some sort of traumatic event
in their life. These indications, as with most intuitions, rarely come in the form of
words, but rather as a kind of knowing, and they carry absolute conviction of their
integrity, so that the recipient has no doubts about their authenticity. "Thought would
come to us purely in its own original mode of meaning and would have no need to
pass through the clumsy medium of words"2.
Telepathy would therefore seem to be akin to intuitive understanding and is probably
developed, to a degree, by those who engage in meditation. This self-discipline may
be for the purpose of opening their own mental channels, perhaps with the intention of
being able to develop mediumship. However, the more spiritually minded meditator
will be doing it for the purpose of obtaining a closer relationship with God – the
Universal Life Force, Cosmic Energy, the Holy Spirit, Allah, the Buddha-mind, or
whatever is the individual’s concept of the creative Source. But this sort of discipline
does carry with it the distinct possibility of opening and developing the intuitive
faculties, those, in terms of the chakras or energy centres, of the brow chakra: the
energy centre which is activated by most good mediums, consciously or unconsciously.
And this may come as a complete surprise to the meditator.
This is a point at which many people seem to stop on their spiritual journey. They find
that having got this far in their ability to ‘see’, and become aware of extra-sensory
perceptions, they are now side-tracked, so to speak, into an area of clairvoyance,
clairaudience, and openness to intuitions of a telepathic nature which can be really
exciting and attractive. But the true meditator knows that this is just a part of the
journey, and although it may be that they want to develop their clairvoyant faculties, as
part of their service to others, both incarnate and discarnate, it would be sad for them
if they were to lose sight of their original intention for learning to meditate – that of
union with the Highest.
One deeply committed researcher in the field of psychic phenomena talks about
extended telepathy, which seems to be "the power of acquiring knowledge which has
been in the sitter’s mind, but of which he is not at that moment conscious". He goes
on to say "that one cannot exclude the possibility that anything whatever which a
person has ever thought or known is still lying submerged in his or her unconscious or
subliminal mind, and can pass thence to a medium without the owner of this
knowledge being aware of it. Theoretically this must include the most casual scraps of
information, gleaned only perhaps from an odd glance at a stranger’s newspaper many
years before."3 A real sceptic could say that if this is the case then extended telepathy
constitutes an unconscious type of fraud on the part of the medium; but it could also
8

be argued that any medium with this amount of extended intuitive ability will probably
only be using it at this level in conjunction with a true exercise of mediumship.
It would seem therefore that telepathy is an important part of a medium’s skills, one
which s/he integrates, without really thinking about it, with direct communication from
discarnate sources, or spirits.
This aspect, of direct connection to a level of the afterlife, aided either consciously or
unconsciously by the use of telepathy, is something which those who have experienced
it know, without any equivocation, to be genuine. Fraudulent mediums and
mediumship there have been, it is true, but genuine mediumship, genuine psychic
communication which is usually by telepathy from a discarnate source, carries with it a
complete and utter conviction, and knowledge of its truth and integrity. It seems to
‘come in’ at a different angle, or into another area of our brain; and when we consider
that science has told us that we only use about 20% of our brain’s potential at
present, it seems likely that communication of any sort with different levels, or
dimensions, will therefore find an inlet somewhere in the other 80%!
Most people, even theologically minded people (and perhaps especially those, in some
orthodox quarters), would not find it easy to equate the soul with psychic occurrences,
so it is worth having a look at the definition of the word ‘psychic’. It comes from
‘psyche’ the Greek word for ‘soul’, so it follows that psychic is an adjective which
means ‘of the soul’, or ‘soul-like’. A dictionary definition states: "psyche, the human
mind or soul" and from the same source: "psychic, a) outside the possibilities defined
by natural laws, as mental telepathy, b) (of a person) sensitive to forces not recognised
by natural laws etc."4. Freud stated, "Psychical treatment (hence) means ‘treatment of
the soul…by measures which influence above all and immediately the soul of man"5.
So "psychoanalysis thus literally means ‘analysis of the soul’"6.
Where there is a division between the usual everyday functioning of the mind, with its
often material pre-occupations, and the still small voice of the soul, or psyche, there is
an alienation and a lack of harmony and healing in the personality. Those whose
mental faculties have been awakened to the extra-sensory perceptions and openings
that can be developed through meditation and contemplative prayer are often more
integrated, balanced, and happier people because of it. A true medium who knows
that there is an afterlife will not fear death, even though s/he may well be naturally
apprehensive about the manner of its coming.
One of the criticisms one often hears about the level of some communications is their
apparent triviality. To the researcher it can often seem to be the case that
communications and messages appear to be rather inconsequential and even silly. But
it must be borne in mind that what might appear to be total silliness to one person,
perhaps a message of seemingly absolute banality, does, in fact, constitute clear and
definite proof of the identity and validity of the communicator. A demonstration of this
9
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occurred while I was on a short course to develop my own mediumistic ability. I was
aware of a young man who I tried hard to describe to a sitter. It was difficult. I gave
as much as I could of a physical description, and also the young man’s hobby, which
appeared to be drawing, because he was showing me a sketch-book and pencils. But
he was not recognised by the sitter. Just as I was about to leave it at that, a picture,
and the words "tomato soup" flashed into my mind, and so I spoke them. The sitter
almost bounced out of his seat. He said, "Ah, I now know who this is; he practically
lived on tomato soup!"
So the acceptance and verification on the part of the recipient of the most
unprepossessing evidence could be considered to be the most convincing proof of the
genuineness of afterlife communication. It is often something known only to the
communicator and the sitter, or recipient – possibly a very private nickname, or a
happy shared memory - that really clinches the evidence, not only of the fact of the
existence of the departed one, but also the reliability of the medium and the proof of
direct connection to a level of the afterlife.
And it is when we have experienced just such a communication ourselves that we find
that we are not just believing and hoping, but really and irrefutably knowing.
While it is wonderful and spiritually stimulating to receive teachings from a higher
level, which are often channelled through those suitable to be used for this purpose, it
can be argued, at least by the sceptically minded, that this type of teaching might just
be the deeper workings of the mind of the vehicle or person supposedly receiving the
impartations, rather than from a discarnate source; and although spiritually uplifting,
and/or illuminating, it may not be a guarantee of mediumship in its usual context.
It can be very difficult for a discarnate to mentally put across, by telepathy, an
indication of who s/he is, for, by not being in a physical body any more, they have to
visualise themselves how they were, and will often show themselves either as they
were at death, for purposes of recognition, or as if they were in the prime of life. And
they will also try to ‘send across’ something about themselves which will help the sitter
to recognise them, even if it seems mundane. As it has been generally accepted that
our minds remain at the same level when we pass the barrier between physical life and
spiritual life, (no mention here of death!), we can only remain at the same intellectual
level that pertained in that physical life: we don’t suddenly become all-knowing and
wise, though it is believed that we know ourselves more clearly. For many people, this
is considered to be the ‘judgement’: we judge ourselves, "…that we shall become
aware of what we have made ourselves, because we shall be in a situation where the
external physical constraints are lifted, the lid is off, and we will know ourselves as we
really are." Perhaps this is the flash-back over their lives that people who have nearly
died are said to experience.
We cannot really know for certain what awaits us, although there are many accounts
10

and channelled scripts from the afterlife. One such beautifully written book puts the
arrival there in these words: "There is no compulsion, of course, to review one’s past
life on earth as soon as one arrives and the new life here begins. Some take a long
while to tackle the problem. They dread to see the effects of mistakes and failures…."
However it is, there is often the desire on the part of the departed soul, to
communicate with those still on earth for one reason or another: perhaps to apologise
for poor or violent behaviour towards them while on earth, or to thank them, but often
to say that they are still around, they still exist albeit in a different dimension, and that
they still love them. Messages such as these form the greater part of a medium’s work,
and while seemingly unsatisfactory to researchers and students of the afterlife, and
those who think that deeper and more spiritual wisdom should be available,
nevertheless they are totally acceptable to the bereaved person who may have come to
seek some evidence of the survival of their dearly departed.
When someone dies it seems to be an awful prospect that all their knowledge,
wisdom, insights, character, memories, hopes and dreams could all be extinguished in a
moment. What a waste! And yet there are many who believe this to be what
happens. One of the reasons for discarnates working so hard to ‘get through’ is to put
right this idea: to help those still here to accept that life does go on albeit in a different
dimension, in an altered state. And it is because of this altered state that
communication is so difficult for most of us. On earth, and in our physical bodies, we
exist in a very heavy material kind of vibration; the vibrations of those who have
moved on are much lighter and faster. And beyond that the vibrations get higher and
higher, faster and faster. So, to communicate with us, the discarnates have to slow
down their rate of vibrations to blend in, while a medium is able, in an altered state of
consciousness usually, to raise his/her own vibrations to meet them.
Presumably, if a spirit has made a great deal of progress, yet still wishes to make
contact, this is why some are only visible as light, as a patch, or ball, of sheer vibrating
light. It is just not possible for them to bring down their vibrations enough so that
they can be viewed in any recognisable form. This is where the essence of them is
experienced as the only evidence of their presence. And we all have our own essence,
or soul: that part of us which is more real and recognisable than our physical bodies.
When Jesus appeared to his disciples at different times after his crucifixion and
resurrection he seems to have taken different forms, yet all were recognisable as the
same soul essence of him.
The original ‘multiple choice’ question posed at the start of this article, therefore, does
seem to have three correct answers. Mediumship is direct communication to a level of
the afterlife, and, in fact, to various different levels depending on the spiritual
development and integrity of the medium, and the ability that s/he may have in
interpreting and differentiating what is being given or apprehended. No amount of
11
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coercing on his/her part will ensure that profound and spiritually meaningful
information will come through, unless this has been developed with the guidance and
love of a highly evolved spirit. Most messages will be fairly mundane, even though
often charged with love, but the recipients will be able to recognise and greet joyfully
the communicators.
Telepathy is involved to a great extent in the operation of mediumship because this
method of communication does not necessarily involve the use of language. Although
human beings may try to influence each other telepathically using words, that which is
communicated from a discarnate to a medium is usually a thought-transference of
meaning. Thus a discarnate who, in earthly life, spoke only French or some other
language, would be able to influence a medium, whose only language was English,
with the essence of the meaning, and with no language problems between them. But
it is only telepathy at this level that is acceptable in mediumship. If information is
received, by the medium or clairvoyant, from the mind of the sitter, intentionally or
unintentionally, then that can never be classed as true mediumship.
And as for fraud? Well, it still goes on, and probably always will. But this should not
preclude serious researchers into mediumship from continuing to follow the golden
thread which is a veritable life-line between ‘this world and the next’.
1. Paul Beard. Survival of Death. Pilgrim Books. 1966 2. Jane Sherwood. The Fourfold Vision. Neville Spearman Ltd. 1965
3. Paul Beard. ibid. 4. Collins English Dictionary 5. B.Bettelheim. Freud and Man’s Soul. Penguin Books. 1989
6. Michael Jacobs. Still Small Voice. SPCK. 1982 7. Michael Perry. Psychic Studies. Aquarian Press. 1984
8. Helen Greaves. Testimony of Light. Neville Spearman Ltd. 1977 (first published 1969)

ON BEING A GO-BETWEEN
By a QFAS member
In the 2011 Reaching Out I told of how a Friend Sasha communicated with me, by
automatic writing, on the fourth day after his death and was with me while I was
helping to plan his funeral. He is still with me two and a half years later but this is
another story. What I want to bring to Friends attention in this article are some of the
difficulties faced by finding oneself a go-between.
Over the last two and a half years six F/friends have contacted me on the third or
fourth day after their deaths...haven’t we heard this before somewhere? Two Friends
just dropped by one saying ‘ I seemed to have gone over’ and another asking me to
give her love to a Friend, but one, Dinah, a Friend who was an elder at my AM, has
come a number of times in a very supportive way…. once an elder always an elder!
She encouraged me to attend the last QFAS conference at Woodbrooke and urged me
to report it at AM and if I was bold enough, to give her love to Friends…I was and did
but you can imagine the reaction - about three faces lit up with interest the rest could
only be described as stony.
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One day last year a neighbour dropped in, he happened to say he was feeling very low
as it was two years since his partner had died. The next day she came to me and asked
me to give him a message…to let him know that she was always with him and
helping him and that if he spoke to her she would hear him. I thought I cannot do this
he’ll think I’m nuts, so I procrastinated. She came three times and asked again and
again. He happened to telephone so I took the opportunity to tell him…he responded
with ‘oh you’re one of those are you’? Who knows whether he believed me or not.
She came the next day and thanked me.
A difficult encounter was with someone who I considered to be a good friend and
whom I’d known a long while. Her husband came to me on a number of occasions
asking me to go and see her. He wanted to thank her for looking after him and to give
his love and pass on the knowledge that there was more to life than we perceive on
the material plane. So one Sunday after Meeting when I’d spent much of the hour
holding her in the light, I called in on my way home. It seemed to me the right time. I
was not prepared for the negative explosion that greeted me… so full of fury aimed at
her husband and also at me for my audacity. All I could do was remove myself from
this blast. She called around a few weeks later. I suppose she was extremely
embarrassed at her outburst but rather than apologizing, she said that she couldn’t
believe that I could be so insensitive as to call when I did. If I hadn’t gone I would’ve
been letting her husband down -- damned if I did and damned if I didn’t. Who said
don’t shoot the messenger?
I do feel very privileged to have been given this gift but one hurdle I have to get over
is that I might be considered a madwoman. A friend asked why I cared? Well because I
want to be believed, of course. Clearly I need some lessons intact and to gain a bit
more sensitivity to the feelings of those who are bereaved but it’s hard for a plain
speaking Quaker just wanting to impart the truth! I do understand that one needs to
know to whom one can talk to about the afterlife…we are all at different stages of
development of spiritual awareness, but when one has been asked to pass on a
message one just has to do it.
On a more encouraging note - "You were right Pat. It’s wonderful. Keep up the good
work and help Friends realise that they have nothing to fear". These are the words
communicated to me recently by Marion, a sceptical Friend, four days after her death.
I have to say that I’m conscious of the loving help and support I receive from my spirit
guide and my soul mates. And so grateful for the existence of QFAS as there have been
times when I really have questioned my sanity.
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DISEMBODIED DAD
By Clement Jewitt
My father was not an easy person to relate to. Significantly his last address book
contained I think only two persons who could be considered friends, and I have no idea
whether any contact was kept up. At the same time he was much respected, and
perhaps liked, in the two arenas outside of the family home which he frequented:
church and pub.
His life was run according to duty, in my observation - duty to attend church regularly;
duty to be faithful to his wife. It was not a happy marriage, but parting was
unthinkable and when Mother became chair-bound from Parkinson’s disease, my father
dutifully looked after her and did all the household chores.
After she died Dad moved back to Kent, and my visiting trips reduced to an annual
duty visit (yes, I inherited something of that!) until he got old and feeble, though still
determinedly self reliant, and needed a few more visits, if only to clean up his house a
bit, chores shared with siblings, done on our respective visits.
Perceiving that his end was on the horizon, I found myself musing about the nature of
that passage, and what help he would be likely to receive. Imagining a deathbed
scenario, I could well see my brother Martin the Anglican Clergyman assuming he was
in charge, as I believe he wished to do with Mother, though geography defeated him
on that occasion. Since his rites as I understand them end with physical death, I in all
earnest learned the Tibetan rites, which take the soul midwifery beyond that, at the
same time wondering how the application of them could be achieved with disbelieving
siblings, particularly perhaps the brother mentioned.
When at the age of 94 he became unable to continue at home, he was taken to
hospital, where his physical condition was gradually checked over, and found to be
seriously wanting: particularly a large growth in his gut. He was judged too frail to
endure the surgery which would have been performed on a more robust person, and
was looked after minimally as he moved towards death. By this time, several years
later, I had completely forgotten I had studied the Tibetan rites - rather focussed on my
doctoral work at that time.
He had long lost his short term memory, was profoundly deaf, and his eyesight was
failing, to mention nothing else. He was a difficult patient, complaining that he was
being neglected, not fed, never visited, and frequently asking his visiting children, and
the hospital staff, when he was going home.
For me the trip to visit him was about 150 miles, so I did not go very often, but
fortunately several of my siblings lived much closer, and between them kept up the
visits (he still complained that nobody was visiting him - his memory failed within a
few minutes). This was a difficult time for us all, and we were checking out various
14

retirement homes against his possible recovery, knowing that in the event, Dad would
be very difficult indeed about not going back to his own home, and would in all
likelihood feel grossly betrayed. I entirely sympathised with that attitude.
One night at home I awoke suddenly in pitch blackness, with a powerful feeling that
he was in the room. Nothing could be seen, or heard. The feeling could be described
as a greatly magnified version of the awareness of another person standing by you. I
know that that or similar connection with an elder relative is a common type of
experience immediately at or just after death. However my father was not dead at that
point.
There ensued a kind of wordless conversation between his spirit and me. Or probably
not me, that is, my ego? Perhaps my spirit or higher self (it's difficult to know what
terminology to use) was conducting my side of the conversation, or perhaps not me at
all, but some other being speaking wordlessly through me, but leaving me with a
feeling of meanings which with hindsight I can render into approximate words. His
spirit was asking questions. Consciously I had no idea what they were, I only know the
answers which came through me.
Deduction says he was enquiring about death. 'My' answers were, approximately, 'But
you have to go', and 'There is nothing to be afraid of '. All wordless, I emphasise. My
egoic self found them rather shocking.
The next day in the hospital he went into a light coma, and some days later he died,
peacefully, I'm told. I felt no need whatever to visit again. I had already made my
farewells, in some fashion.
I had been booked into a weekend of spiritual sharing and music making in Norfolk,
which meant a lot to me, and had been wondering during his days in coma whether I
should cancel it. However he died on the Thursday afternoon before that weekend, so I
could go! Younger brother Crispin was arranging the funeral, for about ten days later.
I set off on the Friday afternoon, and gradually became aware that 'he' was with me.
And what a contrast: the curmudgeonly old complainer was gone. This spirit was full
of tremendous joy, and who wouldn't be joyful to be released from an old worn out
painful body! I (or 'we') arrived, shared supper with the other people on the weekend,
getting to know each other. My accompanying spirit faded into the background during
the evening.
On Saturday morning we convened in a beautifully converted barn, sitting quietly in a
circle to start. For some reason there was an extra chair laid out, so unoccupied - an
expected participant didn't turn up, I think. After a while someone said "There's
another person present". "Yes" I said, indicating the empty chair with a great big
grin, "it's my Dad!" explaining that he had just died. All present felt this was very
acceptable, so he became part of our work, and was palpably there all through
15
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Saturday, and I went to bed still infected with his great joy.
He was still there in the morning, though maybe becoming more a familiar than an
extraordinary invisible companion. After Sunday lunch the others seemed to want to
continue a discussion which had started, not completely engaging for me. I repaired to
the converted barn with an instrument, listening to the lovely acoustic resonances as I
played. As I continued with that, 'he' gradually seemed to lift away, and was gone.
This whole experience provided for me a smooth transition from my guarded attitude
of tolerance toward him, to a new attitude which appreciates him as a spiritual being
who had required to experience the life of limitations he did, for his own transcendent
growth, and also to enable us his children to learn something, hard to specify, which
we need(ed) for our own Self development.

BOOK REVIEWS
‘MARTIN ISRAEL – AN APPRECIATION’ written and compiled by John Wyborn.
Published by the Eye of Gaza Press (2011) ISBN 978-1-873545-06-5. Price £11.50.
Reviewed by Elizabeth Angas
If this book about Martin Israel gives you a longing to read all his writings then it will
have done its job. He was a modern day mystic (1927 – 2007) whom I so wish I had
met and known. Yet, now reading all his books (about 20) I can believe he is being my
spiritual director and friend, as he was to so many when he alive.
As a Quaker with an experiential faith, I have steered clear of dogma and creeds.
However, Martin’s interpretation of theological statements is enabling me to
consolidate my beliefs and values with the Eternal Truths. Like a Quaker, Martin
listened and discerned in the stillness, living and being his faith. So this meditative,
contemplative way of being in the world is allowing me, too, to embrace a renewed
depth since discovering his writings. Many say he wrote and gave talks as though he
were channelling direct from the Holy Spirit. Thus, one feels one is being led by the
hand – having ‘leadings’ from every page. It is a profound experience.
This ‘Appreciation’ is an original and creative way of introducing this great doctor,
priest and psychic to a new, bigger audience. It was published to coincide with the
60th anniversary of the Churches’ Fellowship for Psychical and Spiritual Studies
(CFPSS). This Fellowship has similar aims to our own QFAS, i.e. supporting those who
have psychic/spiritual and afterlife experiences.

family in South Africa. He moved to England, where he became a pathologist and
surgeon and later a full-time Anglican priest. The biography is then augmented and
illustrated by many moving reminiscences by those who knew and loved him and who
had benefitted from his medical, scientific and spiritual work. In quoting his sayings,
advice and healing counsel, this makes him come very alive. The reminiscences are
followed with a section on ‘Reflections on his Published Works’. In this there is a
synopsis of each book. It inspired me to find the originals for in-depth study.
The ‘Appreciation’ ends with an account of Martin Israel’s spiritual wisdom compiled by
the Very Reverend Alex Wedderspoon, President of the CFPSS . This wisdom is not
conveyed as a guide or manual. Instead, it needs to be gleaned from his books and the
topics of his lectures. Again, this inspires one to further reading.
I particularly value Martin’s writings about healing, suffering and compassion. As a
Quaker Spiritual Healer with the Friends Fellowship of Healing, I was pleased that QFAS
and FFH recently joined together to hold a conference at Woodbrooke. I hope our work
in both organisations will be intrinsically interwoven from now on. Although Martin
has now passed over, I believe he is guiding and directing through the Holy Spirit those
of us involved in this healing work for our planet and all its peoples and creatures.
Much of his writing is about coming to know ourselves through loving and knowing
one another in a healing ministry. This is our meaning and purpose. Martin’s writings
help us to become aware of our own raison d’etre as we each travel on our spiritual
journey.
‘TELEPHONE CALLS FROM THE DEAD’
by Callum E. Cooper
Tricorn Books 2012. ISBN: 978-0-956-874399. £8.99.
Reviewed by Rosalind Smith
Telephone calls from the dead - what a fascinating subject!
Although one of the earliest sentences in this book is ‘The survival of consciousness
beyond death and theories surrounding it will be the main focus of this book’, it does,
however, concentrate predominantly on the subject of some sort of communication by
phone, only touching briefly on other aspects of spirit communication.
There is nothing new about this idea of the telephone being used by spirit
communicators. One of the earliest reports is by David Wilson who was a solicitor, an
amateur psychical researcher and also a wireless telegraph operator. On 10 January
1915 via a series of Morse code taps he received the following "Great difficulty, await
message, five days, six evening." Although he continued to experiment with the
wireless telegraph, translating anything that he received using Morse code, results

The ‘Appreciation’ begins with a biography of Martin’s life, which began in a Jewish
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were inconclusive as the source of the messages could not be traced, and there was no
specific information that could be investigated.
However, it proved sufficient to stir up a great deal of interest in the possibility of
receiving messages from discarnate spirits via electronic equipment, and more research
was done. In particular two researchers who worked together, Douglas Scott Rogo and
Raymond Gordon Bayless, published a book, Phone Calls from the Dead (1979) and our
author, Callum Cooper, found this of enormous help in his own research. Tragically,
Scott Rogo was murdered in 1950 when he was forty years old, otherwise we might
have had much more evidence of this type of communication from his research.
(Although there do not seem to have been any phone calls from him, it appears that
the police were able to find his killer by using psychics.)
All the experiments and attempts by Rogo and Bayless to capture messages using
telegraphic instruments were very thoroughly and rigorously executed, with an
extensive examination of the equipment, and using brand new cassettes still sealed in
their wrappers at the outset of each experiment. After the death of Rogo, Bayless
continued his research with a psychic medium, Attila von Szalay. Other researchers in
this field included Dr Elizabeth McAdams, Francis Grierson who wrote a short book
Psycho-Phone Messages, (now, unfortunately, unobtainable although scanned copies are
available), and F.R. Melton who, in the early 1920s, ‘began his own work on building a
psychic telephone to contact the dead and explore telephonic communication’. There
is a lovely report in this book of how Melton, his wife, daughter and youngest son
began a séance on Good Friday, and began to get a message from a young woman,
referred to as ‘J’. The eldest son arrived home, pooh-poohed what was going on, until,
with a state of shock, he realised from the messages and taps that ‘J’ was definitely
the spirit of his fiancé who had recently died tragically young.
During the 20th century there were many more attempts to build a psychic telephone
and probably the most well-known of these was by Thomas Edison, the inventor. His
initial interest was stirred by his awareness of the photography of spirits by Sir William
Crooke, as he ‘thought it logical that if the dead could be photographed, thereby
producing an image, then perhaps the sounds of the dead could be heard or recorded
through some form of inter-communication telephone.’ He died in 1931 never having
apparently developed such a device. But, ‘it has been discussed…that supposedly a
séance was said to have been held in New York in 1941, in which Edison apparently
made contact from the other side.’ There seem to have been conflicting reports about
the blue-prints for this machine, which may or may not have been in the possession of
three of Edison’s assistants; or whether such a device was actually developed.
When the interest in the possibility of receiving phone messages from the dead began
to gain in popularity many people came forward with reports of their own experiences.
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Often a phone would ring, even if it was totally disconnected from the usual source of
power and on lifting the receiver the listener would first hear a sort of static, often
followed by a pronounced ‘hiss’ and then would hear some sort of message, or perhaps
only a few disjointed words. And in recent times, with the advent of mobile phones,
emails, text-messaging etc. more and more people have, and are, reporting anomalous
spirit communication. This fact has led the author of this book, to take the research
work of Rogo and Bayless further.
Rogo and Bayless initially distinguished different types of phone calls: apparent cases
(or calls)which are calls from someone who has recently died, and in which the person
receiving the call may, or may not, know this, and believes they are talking to a living
person; intention cases in which although there has been an intention on the part of
the caller s/he does not actually make the call, and yet a message is received back later
in which this supposed call is referred to; and answer cases where living persons make
a call to someone who they do not realise is dead, and yet they get an answer. Often
these calls are quite lengthy. Two categories were then developed from the
characteristics of the calls, and produced the following call types: simple calls, which
seem to be the most common, in which the dead caller says only a few words and is
unresponsive to any questions asked, and then the line often goes dead; prolonged
calls, somewhat rarer than the simple calls, but which may involve a lengthy
conversation with the recipient who does not realise that the caller is dead.
There are many accounts of these various types of phone calls, very frequently with
descriptions of the static preceding them, and also the hiss sound, sometimes described
as a ‘great wind’ or ‘rushing as of great winds’. And the simple calls seem to be the
most usual type. Another aspect which is often reported from recipients of psychic
phone calls is that the ring tone of their phone sounds different, often said to be lower
in tone.
There are reports of phones that ring even though they are not actually connected, and
may be old and seemingly broken; other reports of ‘missed calls’ from numbers of
mobile phones which have been buried in coffins with their deceased owners; and a
small number of cases which appear to be voice-mail messages from the dead. There
are reports of ‘anniversary calls’ which occur on days of special significance, and calls
which have either contained warnings or have occurred at times of emergency, when
someone desperately needs help.
All these reports have not been taken at face value. A great deal of investigation and
scientific research has gone into this work, and chapter headings such as ‘Analysing the
Experiences’, ‘Psychology of the Phone Calls’ and ‘Theories of the Phone Call
Mechanics’ can perhaps give some idea of the depth of study which the author has
made of his subject.
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With interest in this aspect of spirit communication becoming more wide-spread many
reports have come in during the last century, and a good representation of these are
written up in his book, which makes fascinating reading.
‘THE EDWARDIAN AFTERLIFE DIARY OF EMMA HOLDEN’
(originally published as ‘Messages from the Unseen’)
re-edited by K Jackson Barnes, published by the Psychic Book Club ISBN 978-0-9575007-0-9. £11.99.
Reviewed by Cherry Simpkin
Readers may remember a best-selling book published in the 1970s called "The Country
Diary of an Edwardian Lady" by Edith Holden. The book was a facsimile reproduction
of Edith’s paintings and notes on the natural world around her made throughout the
year 1906.
The current book is also a reproduction of thoughts from a member of the Holden
family. In this case, the source is Edith’s mother, Emma, communicating from the world
beyond.

Later in 1913, after the family moved to Letchworth Garden City, Arthur paid a printer
to publish a book of the communications under the title "Messages from the Unseen".
The current author, K Jackson Barnes, came across a battered copy of it in 2012 and,
after some research, republished it as "The Edwardian Afterlife Diary of Emma
Holden".
The communications cover a wide range of subjects, including the power of thought,
the difficulties of communication, how those on the other side see us, how people are
helped when they first pass over and what happens to animals and children in the next
world. Emma also talks about "lower spheres" where there is disharmony and lack of
love and about the people who try to help those that are stuck there.
Sometimes friends would join the family for the communication sessions. It was on one
such occasion that Emma was able reassure a friend whose pet dog had recently died
that the dog remained near the family and continued to guard them as it still saw that
as its role.
Among others, she says she has met Sir Frances Bacon, the Elizabethan philosopher,
who is still studying and has been a great help to her.

Arthur and Emma Holden and their seven children were a well-respected Unitarian
family based in the Midlands. Arthur was a prosperous paint manufacturer with a
reputation as a caring employer. He was also a local councilor. The family took an
active interest in social issues. They supported women’s rights and did a lot of
charitable work.

She explains that while one does not meet Christ in person as is commonly supposed
by many on earth, his Presence is always with them. She says that some people
interpret the New Testament too literally, for example, when Jesus said that no one
comes to the Father but by him he meant except by following the way of love that he
taught not that only Christians can are saved.

They were also Spiritualists. They regularly invited others interested in the subject,
including mediums, to their home for discussions and séances. Emma Holden was
herself a medium and had her own spirit guide who spoke through her. The daughters
also practised mediumship.

The book includes photos of the family members including Emma and also a picture of
a spirit guide.

Emma died in May 1904 of liver disease and breast cancer. The family was distraught
at her death and five days after she died they held a séance in the hope that she
would communicate. She did not do so at this time. Instead, they received a message
from Emma’s guide who told them that Emma was fine but was resting after the
transition and that she had suffered no pain in her passing.
The family received their first message from Emma herself on 29 May 1904. From then
on the family communications occurred on a regular basis, mainly through the
mediumship of the daughters, particularly Edith, by means of mental dictation. Words
would enter the medium’s mind and she would write them down as she received them.
The communications continued for about five years, the last being received in
September 2013. It is not clear why they stopped but presumably Emma had moved
on.
20

I found this book fascinating. Even though there is much in it that I have read in
similar books, it is good to have such things confirmed again. I especially recommend it
to those who are new to the subject of communication from those in the next world.
Lastly, nature lovers will be pleased to know that 10% of the sale price of this book
will go to the Scottish Wildlife Trust to help protect the Red Squirrel in Scotland.
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QFAS ORDER FORM AND BOOKLETS BY MEMBERS
DETAILS FOR ORDERING
The Not Unfamiliar Country: Communication Beyond Death
An Anthology of Quaker Experience
£2.00 + 55p p&p
Please order from Angela Howard, Webb’s Cottage, Woolpits Road, Saling, Braintree,
Essex, CM7 5DZ. Cheque payable to Quaker Fellowship for Afterlife Studies.
(Also free copies of the QFAS introductory leaflet, and card for FMH notice boards.
Please send an s.a.e. with your request).
* * *
The Afterlife
How good is the evidence?
Talks from the Quaker Fellowship for Afterlife Studies Conference held at Woodbrooke
Quaker Study Centre, in July 2009
Please order from David Britton, Captains’ Cottage, 35 Churchfields, West Mersea,
Colchester, Essex, C05 8QJ. £2.00 + £1.00 p&p.
* * *
Quakers and the Spiritual/Psychic Dimension
by Rosalind Smith
£1.20 and please enclose a stamp. Order from The Manager, Claridge House,
Dormans Road, Dormansland, Lingfield, Surrey, RH7 6QH. Tel: 01342 832150. Cheques
to be made out to Claridge House.
* * *
Beyond the Music. An experience of love and death
by Joan Benner
£3.00 + 50p p&p
Order from and cheque payable to: Joan Benner, 12 Manor Gardens,Hampton,
Middx, TW12 2TU
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